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(1) Let G be a locally compact u-compact group and let T(t) be a continuous 
representation of G by isometries in a uniformly convex Banach space B. Let p be 
an adapted, strictly aperiodic and spread out probability on G, and let 
Px = j T( t)x dp( t). Then P” converges trongly. 
(2) If G is not compact and p is as above, then 11~” *f IIm -+O for every f 
continuous vanishing at inlinity. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let G be a locally compact, o-compact group and let T(t) be a con- 
tinuous representation of G by isometries on a Banach space B. For a 
probability p on G define the average operator Px = j T(t)x dp(t). We 
would like to investigate the convergence properties of the sequence P”. 
The case where G is Abelian or compact is easy and known, thus our study 
is of interest for non compact, non Abelian groups. The motivation for this 
work is based on two distinct lines of reasoning. 
By the mean ergodic theorem the Cesaro averages l/n C;;- l P’x con- 
verge strongly for every x E B, if B is reflexive or more generally “mean 
ergodic” (that is, B = {x; Vx = x} + (I- I’) B for any linear contraction I’). 
For any Banach space B the sequence l/n C;f-’ Pi is at least “almost 
invariant” that is, lim II(Z- P) l/n C;;P1 P’Jl = 0. It is tempting to think that 
these convergences should hold without Cesaro averages, for the sequence 
P”, when obvious periodic phenomena re excluded. 
*The research reported here was carried out during the second author’s visit to the 
Universitt de Bretagne Occidentale. 
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When G is Rd or Zd and p has some finite moments, an important chap- 
ter of classical probability theory deals with the rate of convergence to 0 of 
the quantity sup,, c ~1 “(s + K) where K is any compact set. This quantity is 
known as the “concentration function”. For the last twenty years important 
studies have been devoted to the same problem for non Abelian G. Again it 
is tempting to think that in general at least lim, SUP,,~ p”(sK) = 0 hold, 
except in some obvious periodic cases. The vague convergence 
lim, p”(K) = 0 is already known. No satisfactory answer is known for these 
two problems. 
Let us describe briefly our main results. To exclude obvious periodic 
behavior we use the customary assumption that p is adapted and strictly 
aperiodic. This means that the support of p is neither contained in a closed 
proper subgroup nor in a coset of a closed normal proper subgroup. 
In part 2, B is assumed to be uniformly convex. We prove that the 
sequence P” converges weakly (theorem 2.6). Under the additional 
assumption that p is spread-out, which means that some convolution 
power # is non singular on G, we prove that the convergence of P” is 
strong (theorem 2.8). Then the sequence CL” defines either a weak or a 
strong left almost invariant system of means on G. These properties depend 
on the structure of B. The strong convergence may hold even in cases 
where the total variation of (II” - $‘+ ‘) equals 2 for every n. We do not 
know if B can be assumed only “mean ergodic.” We do not know if the 
strong convergence holds for non spread-out measures. 
In part 3, we apply the preceding results to the representation of G by 
translations in the space L,(G) or C,(G). Still assuming p to be spread-out, 
we get that lim, SUP,,~ I” = 0 for K compact (theorem 3.5). We prove 
also this convergence for p symmetric or “normal” that is commuting with 
its symmetric measure. We do not know if this convergence holds in 
general. Finally we compare our results with those previously obtained by 
different authors. 
In part 1, we collect the algebraic facts about the supports of 
probabilities and convolutions, needed later. Most of them are known but 
they are scattered among the litterature and an adequate reference seems 
impossible to give. 
1. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a locally compact group. For v and p, regular probability 
measures on G, the convolution product is defined by: 
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If the supports of v and p are denoted by S, and S, then the support of 
v * p is the set S,S,. If $ denotes the symmetric measure of v, i.e. 
jf(t) dv’(t) = Jf(t-‘) dv(t), then S, = S;‘. 
In the sequel a regular probability measure p is supposed to be given; its 
support is denoted only by S. In this first part we want to discuss briefly 
the following three conditions, which appear naturally in harmonic analysis 
or in the study of random walks on groups: 
(1) the measure p, or the set S, is said to be adapted if the closed 
subgroup generated by S is G. 
(2) the measure p, or the set S, is said to be irreducible if the closed 
semigroup generated by S is G i.e., G = U,“= i S”. 
(3) the measure CL, or the set S, is said to be strictly aperiodic if the 
smallest closed normal subgroup a class of which contains S is G. In 
general this normal subgroup will be denoted by H(S). As it is well known 
H(S) is the closed normal subgroup generated by S’S or SS’ (exercise 
4.17, [16]). 
Obviously these three conditions depend on the measure ~1 only through 
its support S. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf S is adapted then H(S) is the closed subgroup 
generated by U,“= 1 [S”S-” u S-“S”]. 
Proox Since H(S) is normal S c tH(S) implies s” c YH(S). Hence for 
every n we have S”S-” c H(S). Since H(S) = H(S- ‘) we have also 
S-” S” c H(S). If we denote by G, the closed subgroup generated by 
U,“= 1 [S”S-” u S-” S”] we get G, c H(S). 
Clearly S’Sc G, so we have to show that Gi is a normal subgroup. Let 
SE S. Then s S” S”-’ c G, since 
=s t; ‘(~~t;‘)(~~~ui)u.sltc,forti,ui~S. 
Al;m~f’fyS-~fs ;k: S;‘fi~t~;~ ‘) c G, . Hence s G, s-l c G, for s E S. By . . , sG,s-‘cG, also for SE S-l. Hence 
{sEG;sG, SK’ c G, ) is a closed semi-group containing Su S-i and 
equals G since S is adapted. Thus G, is a normal closed subgroup contain- 
ing S’S so H(S) c G,. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. If S is irreducible then H(S) is the closed subgroup 
generated by u:;, S”S-” (or U,“= 1 S-” 9). 
Proof. If we denote by G2 the closed subgroup generated by 
U,“= 1 S” S-” we have by proposition 1.1, Gz c H(S). Let s E S. Then 
(t; st s-l E G,} is a closed subgroup containing U,“= 1 S” S-“. Hence 
s G2sr1 c G2 for SE S. The set {s; s G2sP1 c G,} is a closed semigroup 
containing S hence it is G since S is irreducible. Thus G2 is normal, so 
H(S) c Gz. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The closed subgroup generated by U,“= 1 [S”S-“u 
S-” S”] is G if and only if S is strictly aperiodic and adapted. 
Proof. The closed subgroup generated by S contains the closed sub- 
group generated by U,“= i [S” SF u SF S”]. Therefore the result follows 
from proposition 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.4. S is strictly aperiodic and adapted if and only if Sk is 
strictly aperiodic and adapted. 
Proof Clearly S” S-” is increasing and so is S-” S”. Hence the con- 
dition of proposition 1.3 is satisfied by Sk if and only if it is satisfied by S. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If S is adapted and symmetric (i.e. S- ’ = S) then H(S) 
is not compact when G is not compact. 
Proof. By symmetry S-” S” = S’S”= S2” and by proposition 1.1, 
H(S) = lJn S’“, (since U, S2” is symmetric and a semigroup it is already a 
group). Since S generates G we have G = U,“= 1 S”. Assume H(S) compact. 
By definition S c tH(S) and S is compact, so SH(S) is compact. Now 
U,“= 1 S” = (U,“=, S2’) u (SU,“, 1 S2”) c H(S) u SH(S), hence G is compact. 
Now let F be an arbitrary closed normal subgroup of G. Let p be the 
canonical projection of G onto the quotient group G/F. It is clear that p(S) 
is the support in G/F, of the image measure p(u). It is immediate to check 
that adaptation, irreducibility or strict aperiodicity of p or S implies the 
same property for p(u) or p(S). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Zf S is adapted then G/H(S) is a monothetic Abelian 
group, either compact or isomorphic to Z. 
If S is irreducible then G/H(S) is a compact monothetic Abelian group. 
Proof By definition of H(S), the support p(S) of p(u) in G/H(S) is a 
single point p(t). It S is adapted, p(S) is too. Hence G/H(S) is generated as 
a closed group by (p(t)“),, z : it is therefore monothetic and Abelian. Since 
G/H(S) is locally compact it is either compact or isomorphic to Z. 
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If S is irreducible, p(S) is too. Hence G/H(S) is generated by (p(t)“),, N. 
This excludes the possibility that G/H(S) N Z. 
Remark. The second assertion is an abstraction of the argument used in 
[4] p. 126. It appears also in [lo]. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS BY ISOMETRIES IN 
A UNIFORMLY CONVEX BANACH SPACE 
Given a locally compact o-compact group G, an operator representation 
is a function T from G into the space of bounded linear operators on a 
Banach space B, such that T( ts) = T(t) T(s) for s, t E G. Since T(e) = T(e)2. 
T(e) is a projection on a subspace Z3, and T(t) x = T(e) T(t) x shows B,, 
to be invariant. Hence we will assume that T(e) = Z so that each T(t) is 
invertible. Therefore if T is a representation by contractions it is a 
representation by isometries. 
The representation is continuous if t + T(t) x is continuous in norm for 
each x E B. If it is only weakly continuous but bounded and if B is reflexive, 
then it is necessarily continuous. 
Hypothesis. “In this part we always assume that B is a uniformly convex 
Banach space and that T is a continuous representation of G by invertible 
isometries.” 
Given ZJ a regular probability measure on G, the p-average 
P,x= T(t)xdp(t) s 
is well detined in the strong operator topology, and we have P, * y = P, P,. 
In the sequel, p will be understood and P, will be denoted by P. Obviously 
P is a contraction. 
The problem we want to study in this part is the convergence of P”. Of 
course it depends on p, G, T and B. As is well known, the mean ergodic 
theorem holds for any linear contraction I/ acting in a uniformly convex 
Banach space B: l/n C;I-’ Vkx converges stronly to the projection of x 
onto the subspace of V-invariant vectors; furthermore B is the direct sum 
{x; Vx = X} + (I- V) B. Hence, under the Hypothesis, we know already 
that l/n C;;-’ Pk converges strongly and the invariant vectors are easy to 
describe. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf Px = x then T(t) x = x for each t in the closed sub- 
group generated by the support S of p. 
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Proof. Let A c G with 0 < p(A) < 1. Then 
x=Px=p(A)p(A)-qA T(t)x&(t)+(l-&4))(1-/.@))-I 
X 
I T(f) x &(t). AC 
Since 11 T(t)jl < 1, the convexity assumption implies p(A)-’ JA T(t)x 
c+(t) = x. Hence for x* E B* we have SA < x*, (I- T(t)) x > dp(l) = 0 for 
every Bore1 set A c G. By continuity < x*, (I - T(t)) x > = 0 for every t E S 
and the result follows. 
Remark. We used only, in this proof, the strict convexity. If G is only a 
semigroup we get T(t) x = x for every t E S. 
In order to obtain convergence of P” without Cesaro averages, the main 
question to study is the “almost invariance” of P”. This property is defined 
in the strong sense as lim II(P” - P”+ ‘) xJ( = 0 for every x E B or lim 
)I r(t) P”x - P”xll = 0 for every t E G and x E B. The second formulation is 
obviously stronger than the first one. If the first one is satisfied it is clear 
than P”x converges strongly since B = {x; Px = x} + (I- P) B because of 
uniform convexity. Similarly if the almost invariance is satisfied only in the 
weak sense, that is W-lim( P” - P” + ’ ) x = 0 for every x E B, we can deduce 
the weak convergence of P”x. 
When G is Abelian, T(t) and P commute and the sequence P” is strongly 
almost invariant as soon as ~1 is adapted and strictly aperiodic; then P” 
converges strongly. This is not difficult to prove and is known (see for 
example [S]). We are going to try to obtain a similar result in the non 
Abelian case. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For x E B, let Y,(t) = )I T(t) P”x - P”+ ’ XII. Then 
lim s Y/,(r) &f(t) = 0. 
Proof. We present first a simple proof for B a Hilbert space. Then 
- 2( T(t) pnx, P”+l x)) d/i(t) 
= IIP”xll2+ IIPn+* xll2-2(PP”x, p”+lx) 
= IIP”xll2- llPn+‘x()2. 
580!85/1-7 
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Since P is a contraction, 11 P”x(l is decreasing and the result follows because 
In the general case, for an arbitrary uniformly convex B, the proof is 
longer. We split it up into several steps. 
Claim 1. For 6 >O there exists s>O such that if llxll < 1, llvll < 1, 
Ilax + (1 -a) yll > 1 -E with 0 <a < 1, then IIx -yIJ < 6/2 (min(cr, 1 -a)). 
The proof follows from the definition of uniform convexity, noting that if 
GI> l/2 then ctx+(l -a)~=+x+i [(2cr- 1)x+(2-2a)y]. 
For the proof of the proposition we assume lim II P”xll= a > 0, otherwise 
the result is trivial. In that case lim I(P”+lxll/llP”xII = 1. For a Bore1 set 
A c G with p(A) > 0 denote by pLa the probability l/p(A) ,u(A n .) and by 
P, the corresponding operator which is a contraction. 
Claim 2. For 6 > 0 there exists N such that for n > N and A with 
p(A) > 0 we have 
llP,P”x- P”+’ xll6~~l~P”xl~max(l,‘~~;4)). 
Fix 6 > 0. Let E be the one obtained in Claim 1. Let N be such that for 
n> N, IIP”+’ xl//llP”xll > 1 -a. For A with 0 <p(A) < 1 we have: 
P”+‘x P, P”x 
- = AA) IIpnxl( 
P,, P”x 
IIP”xll 
+(I -&W~lp”xll. 
By Claim 1, for n > N we have 
/I P, P”x - P,, P”xll < II P”xll 6/(2 min(p(A), 1 -p(A))). 
Since P-P, = (1 -p(A))(P,,-- PA) the claim is valid. To prove the 
proposition it is enough to prove that Y,Jt)/llP”xll converges to 0 in 
p-measure, because lim II P”xll = a > 0 and the sequence !P,,(t) is bounded. 
Assume this sequence does not converge to 0 in p-measure. Then there 
exist j3 > 0, y >O and a subsequence (n,) such that all the sets Ai= 
{t; [IT(t) P”fX- PQ+l XII > /?IIP"' x1( } satisfy ,u(Ai) > y. Let se correspond to 
6 = fi in Claim 1. We must have, for t E Ai, that 11 T(t) P”lx + P”i+‘xll < 
2( 1 - sO)ll P”‘xll. For E > 0 arbitrary let N = N(E) be obtained by Claim 2, 
with 6 = E. For ni > N we have then: 
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lIP,,P”‘X + PQ+ ’ x(( = (12P”‘+ ‘x + (P,, P”‘X - pni+ 1 x)1\ 
2 2 j(Pn,+l XII - 11 P,$ P”cx - Pai+ l XIJ 
32 ((P”l+l xl\ -i I(P”ixll max ( ~‘$fi’> 1 
2 11 P”lXJJ 
( 
2 “;;*:i” -V) . 
Since 
11 PAi P”‘x + P”’ + ’ XII < 
s 
11 T(t) P”‘X + P”I + 1 XI/ dPA,( t) 
A, 
<2(1-F*) llP”‘Xll 
by the previous estimation for t E Ai, we get for q > N: 
2(IIP”‘+’ xll/llP”xll)-q2y <2(1 -EcJ). 
Letting ni + +co and E -+ 0, q, being fixed, depending only on j? and y, we 
obtain 2 < 2(1 -so), a contradiction, and the proof of proposition 2.2 is 
completed. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For XE B let q,(t) = IIT P”x- P”xJJ. Let v = 
c,p=, 1/2k+’ [p’ * pk + fik * pk J and q = Cp=, 1/2k vk. Then 
lim j p,,(t) dv(t) = lim j q,(t) dq(t) =O. 
Proof. We use proposition 2.2 to obtain lim j p,,(t) dp * p(t) = 0 since 
j cp,(t) d/i * cl(t) = jj IITW’) T(t) P”x - P”xlI 4.4) h(t) 
= 
11 
11 T(r) P”x - T(s) P”x(( dp(s) dp(t) 
6 j yn(t) 44t) + j yv,(s) 44s). 
Similarly, j q,Jf) dp rlr P(t) 6 2 j !Y,,- l(t) d&t) +,, _ m 0. Applying this con- 
vergence to ,uk, we get lim, f 11 T(t) P&*x - Pk”xll dpk * g&(t) = 0. Since this is 
true for every x E B we may put Px, P’x, . . . . Pk- lx, instead of x and obtain 
lim, [ q,(t) dpk * F&(t) = 0. Similarly also lim, j q,(t) dfik * pk(t) = 0. Since 
q,,(t) is bounded by 2~~~~~ we get lim j (o,,(t) dv(t) = 0. Since v is symmetric, 
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similar arguments allow us to prove by induction that lim, J p,(t) d@(t) 
= 0, for every k p 1. Hence lim 1 q,(t) dq(t) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf p is adapted, strictly aperiodic, and p * p = ,a * fi then 
P”x converges strongly for every x E B. 
ProoJ Let P be the operator corresponding to p. By proposition 2.3 we 
have 
jIPP”+‘x-P”x(J< IIT(t)P”x-P”x~~d~ip(t)-0. 
I n-m 
But P and P commute so we have, for every x, limIlP”(Z-PP) XII = 0. By 
proposition 1.1 G is the closed subgroup generated by the support 
ss-’ = s’s of ,u * p = p * p. Therefore the fixed points of i)P are: 
{x; PPx=x} = {x; pPnx=x for all n} = (x; T(t)x=x for all tcG> by 
proposition 2.1. Hence the fixed points of PP are fixed points of P so P” 
converges as B = {x; PPx = x} + (I - PP) B. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf p is symmetric (i.e. fi = p) then P2n~ converges 
strongly for every x E B. 
Proof The above proof shows lim, IIP”(Z- P2) XII =0 for every XE B. 
THEOREM 2.6. Zf p is adapted and strictly aperiodic then P”x converges 
weakly for every x E B. 
Proof Let v, q be the probabilities defined in proposition 2.3. The 
support of v is S(v) = U,,> i (S”S-” u S-” S’) and the support of q is the 
closed semigroup generated by S(v). Since S(v) is symmetric this is the 
closed subgroup generated by S(v). Since p is adapted and strictly 
aperiodic the support of r] is G by proposition 1.1 Fix x E B, x* E B*. Let 
f,(t) = (x*, 7’(t) P”x - P”x). The antirepresentation T*(t) which is weakly 
continuous, is strongly continuous since B is reflexive. It is also uniformly 
continuous since it is bounded: for E > 0 there exists an open neighborhood 
of e, U = U(x*, a), such that 1) T*(t) x* - 7’*(s) x*11 +C Eif s-‘t E U. Hence, if 
s-‘tE U, we have 
If,(t) -fnb)l = I <x*9 (T(t) - W)) P”x)I 
6 II(T*(t) - T*(s)) x*11 IIXII <E PII, 
so (fn) is equicontinuous. By Ascoli theorem G being a-compact, every 
subsequence (n,) has a further subsequence (n:) such that (fnri) converges to 
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a continuous function h uniformly on every compact set. Using proposition 
2.3 we get: 
j Ih(t)ldtl(t)=limIl~~,,(r)l dq(l)<limIlx*ll j IIT(t)P”‘lx-P”‘fxII dq(t)=O. 
Hence h(t) = 0 rl a.e. Since h is continuous h = 0 on the support of q. As we 
have seen above, the support of rl is G. Thus h ~0. This proves that 
limf,,(t) = 0 uniformly on every compact set. Therefore 
(x*, Pn+‘x- P”x> = J- (x*, T(2) P”x- P”x) d/4(t) = Sf.(t) d/l(t)- 0. 
n-m 
Hence P” - P”+’ = P”(Z-- P) converges weakly to 0. Since B = 
(x;Px=x}+(Z-P)B we obtain that P” converges weakly. 
Remark. If B is a Hilbert space a direct proof of the preceding theorem 
may be given as follows. Let K(P) = (x; [IP”xII = (1 P*“xll = llxll for all PZ>. 
In this case T(t) are unitary operators and P*x = j T(t)x dfi(t). Since 
IIP”xll = J(xII is equivalent to P*” P”x = x by convexity, we have: 
{xi IIP”xll = llxll f or all n} = (x; T(t)x=x for all t~u.., S-“S”}, because 
of proposition 2.1. Repeting this argument with P* instead of P yields 
K(P) = (x; T(t) x = x for all t E H(S) ). For p adapted and strictly aperiodic 
H(S) = G, then the result follows because IV-lim P”y = 0 for y E K(P)’ by 
[6] chap. V. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Zf G is compact, p adapted and strictly aperiodic then 
P”x converges strongly for every x E B. 
Proof: For x E: B, ( T( t ) x; t E G} is strongly compact in B. The closed 
convex hull of this orbit is also strongly compact, so (P”x) is strongly 
sequentially compact. Since P”x converges weakly it must converge 
strongly, 
Unfortunately we are not able to deduce for the preceding study a 
general result about strong convergence of P” without the additional 
assumption that ~1 is “spread-out” on G (etalee). We don’t even have a 
feeling whether this strong convergence should hold for p adapted and 
strictly aperiodic without this assumption. 
DEFINITION. A probability ~1 on G is called spread-out (ttalte) if, for 
some k, pk is not singular with respect to the Haar measure m. 
Here m denotes a fixed right Haar measure; since right and left Haar 
measures are equivalent the definition does not depend on this choice. We 
have m*p=m. 
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THEOREM 2.8. If ,u is adapted, strictly aperiodic and spread-out then P”x 
converges strongly for every x E B. 
Proof: As we have seen at the beginning of the proof of theorem 2.6, 
the support of the measure TV defined in proposition 2.3 is G. Let k be an 
integer such that ,uk is non singular with m. There is a function 
uEL'(m) n L“'(m), u > 0, such that dp”/dm 3 u. Hence we have 
dpk * ,u’/dm > v, where v(s) =J u(st-‘) u(t-‘) dm(t) is a continuous 
function with v(e) > 0. Then dv/dm 2 ~/2~, where v is defined in proposition 
2.3, and we get 2112 v * 112 (v . m) * q. Since v is continuous and the sup- 
port of q is G, the measure (v -m) * q is equivalent to m. Hence 
inf( pk, v) = ZZ# 0. We denote by R the operator of convolution by 
H/H(G). Since ZZ d pk, we have 
IIRp”kX-pk(n+l) XII <H(G)-’ j IIT Pknx-Pk(*+‘)xII dl7(t) 
<n(G)-’ j IIT Pknx- Pk(n+l)~IIdpk(t). 
Applying proposition 2.2 to pk we get lim, IIR Pknx - Pk(“+‘) x(1 = 0. Since 
17611, we have also J/R P”x-P”xll <n(G)-’ j IIT P”x- P”xII dq(t) and 
from proposition 2.3 we get lim, IIR P”x- P” x(1 = 0. Hence we have: 
11 pknX _ pk(n + 1) x1( Q IIPknx- R PknxI( + IIR Pknx- Pk(n+l)~I( - 0. 
n-m 
The decomposition B = {x; Pkx = x} + (I- Pk) B yields the strong con- 
vergence of Pknx, when n + co, to the projection of x on the fixed points of 
Pk. If P”y = y then by proposition 2.1, T(t) y = y for t in the closed sub- 
group generated by Sk. Since p is adapted and strictly aperiodic, so is pk by 
corollary 1.4. Hence T(t) y = y for every t E G and Py = y. Thus P”x 
converges trongly for every x E B. 
THEOREM 2.9. If p is adapted and spread-out, if &/H(S) is not 
isomorphic to Z, then G/H(S) is isomorphic to Z/kZ for some k and Pknx 
converges strongly for every x E B. 
Proo$ The support of the measure v, defined in proposition 2.3, is H(S) 
by the beginning of the proof of theorem 2.6 and proposition 1.1. Since r~ is 
not singular with the Haar measure m, we have m(H(S)) > 0. Hence H(S) 
is open since /‘A is a neighborhood of e as soon as m(A) ~0. By 
proposition 1.6, G/H(S) must be compact monothetic since it is not 
isomorphic to Z. It must also be discrete so there is an integer k such that 
G/H(S) N Z/kZ. The measure pk is supported in H(S). By proposition 1.3, 
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pLk is adapted and strictly aperiodic in H(S). Since for n large ~1” is not 
singular in G, p kn is not singular in the open subgroup H(S). By theorem 
2.8 applied to pk and H(S) instead of G we obtain the strong convergence 
of Px for every x E B. 
Some comments and remarks 
In general we have the inequality (IP”x- P”+‘xll < I~x[\ var@“-$+I) 
where var(p” - p”+ ‘) denotes the total variation of $’ - /J’+ I. As soon as 
there exists n such that var(p” - p”+ ‘) < 2, lim var(p” -p”+ ‘) = 0 by the 
“zero-two” law ([4]) and the strong convergence of I)P”x - P”+ ‘XII to 0 
follows in any Banach space B. 
Theorem 2.6. implies the weak left almost invariance of the system of 
means pL” on G, that is IV-lim,(l- T(t)) P”x = 0 for every t E G and x E B. 
And theorem 2.8 implies the strong left almost invariance. It is essential to 
note that these properties do not hold for all Banach spaces. They hold 
even in cases where var(y” - p’+l) = 2 for every n. An example of this 
situation is the following. Let G be the free group on two generators a and 
b and p the measure p(a) = p(b) = p(a bP1 a*) = f. As Glasner show in [7], 
p is adapted, strictly aperiodic but var(p” - $‘+ ‘) = 2 for every n. If 
B= l,(G) and the representation is defined by translations, we have 
)IP”x- P”+’ XII = 2 for x = p and every n. In fact we cannot even have in 
that case IV-lim( P” + ’ x - P”x) = 0, since in the absence of fixed points for 
P, a positive contraction in L, , the “weak almost invariance” of P” implies 
the “strong almost invariance,” by a result of Krengel and Sucheston [ 121. 
If G is discrete the proof of theorem 2.8 can be implified, since in that case 
p< rl as soon as the support of q is G. 
These are two questions which may be asked about theorem 2.8: is it still 
true when p is not assumed to be spread-out? is it still true if B is not 
uniformly convex but a Banach space in which the “mean ergodic theorem” 
holds? 
3. CONVERGENCE OF POWERS OF CONVOLUTIONS 
In this part we consider the representation of the locally compact o-com- 
pact group G by translations T(t)f(s) =f(st) either in the space C,(G) of 
continuous functions vanishing at infinity, or in L,(G, m) where m is a 
right Haar measure. The average operator P associated to the given regular 
probability measure p is then a convolution operator Pf(s) = jf(st) dp(t) 
which is also denoted p *f(s). The norm of C, is the uniform norm, 
denoted by II . (1 o. ; the norm of L2 is denoted by II .I1 2 . 
The weak convergence of P”f in Co coincides with the pointwise con- 
vergence of P”f(s) = jf(st) dp”( t) and with the vague convergence of pL”. In 
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[4] or [15] it was proved that p” converges vaguely to 0 when /1 is 
adapted on a non compact group G. The strong convergence to 0 of P"f in 
C, is equivalent to the property lim, supSEG p’(S) = 0 for every compact 
set Kc G. When G is II?’ or E“, da 1, it is an important problem of 
classical probability theory to study the rate of convergence to 0 of 
SUP,,~ ,u”(s + K). This quantity was called “concentration function” by 
Paul Levy. During the last twenty years important results were obtained 
about this question for non Abelian non compact groups [ 11, [14], [17]. 
It is commonly conjectured that, for ,u adapted and strictly aperiodic or 
irreducible, the concentration function should converge to 0 at least as fast 
as C n - ‘I*. However there is no general proof, valid for all locally compact 
non compact groups, that lim, SUP,,~ p’(S) = 0 for every compact set K. 
The main goal of this part is to offer sufficient conditions for this con- 
vergence, without restrictions on the structure of the group G. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a continuous function f with compact support we 
have: 
(i) W-lim P"f = 0 in Co iff W-lim P"f = 0 in L,. 
(ii) lim IIP"fl(, =0 iff lim IIP"f112=0. 
Proof: Let (hi) be a compactly supported left approximate identity 
in Co: 
lim IjHjf-f/,=O with Hjf(s)=[hj(t)f(ts)dm(t). 
i 
The operators Hi and P commute and, by right invariance of m, we get: 
IP” H,f(s)l = J(Py)(T(s-') hj)dm 
then IP"f(s)l d IIHjf-f/l, + IS (P"f) T(~-')hjdmI. 
If W-lim Pnf= 0 in L, this inequality yields lim 1 P"f(s)l < I( Hif-fll m for 
every j, thus lim, P"f (s) = 0. For the converse, the dominated convergence 
theorem and standard approximations show that the pointwise con- 
vergence of 0 of P"f implies the weak-l, convergence. 
We have also 
IIP”fllm G IlHjf-f llm + IIP”f 112 Ilhjll,* 
Therefore lim I( P"f )I 2 = 0 implies lim 1) P" f I( oo = 0. The converse follows 
immediately from Holder inequality IIWIIS G IIP”f II m IIYf II 1 G 
IIP”f II cc Ilf II 1. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Zf G is compact, if p is adapted and strictly aperiodic 
then P*f converges uniformly to the constant j f dm, for every continuous 
function f: 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of corollary 2.7 and of the preceding 
proposition. 
Remark. Under these assumptions the vague convergence of zJ’ to m is 
the Ito-Kawada theorem which can be found in several books (for example 
[9]), but most often without the remark that convergence is uniform 
in Co. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf p is adapted, if H(S) is not compact and if fi * p = p * fi 
then lim (I P”f I( o. = 0 for every f E Co. 
Proof As in theorem 2.4 we have, from proposition 2.3, 
limI( P”(Z- PP)f 11 2 = 0 for every f~ Lz. Because of the decomposition 
L2 = {f; PPf =f } + (I- PP) L2, to get lim I( P” f 11 2 = 0 for every f E L2 it is 
enough to prove that 0 is the only PP-invariant function in Lz. Assume 
PPh = h with h E Lz. By proposition 1.1, p * ,u is adapted on H(S), thus 
r(t) h = h in L, for each t E H(S), by proposition 2.1. Since H(S) is a 
normal subgroup the right Haar measure m can be decomposed as: 
I,/(s) dm(s) = L, dfi(@ bf (ts) dm,(t) 
where fi and mH are right Haar measures on G/H and H respectively 
([ 183 II, 9). Every left translate of h is also invariant in L2 under T(t) for 
t E H. Then for fi almost all SE G/H, h(ts) is constant mH a.e. with respect 
to t. The integral 
1 
G 
h2(s) dm(s) = 1 
GIH 
dti(S) lH h2(ts) dm,(t) 
being finite, h = 0 m.a.e. since H is not compact. 
Remark. Another proof of theorem 3.3 could be based on the well 
known property that, for a normal operator P in a Hilbert space, the 
sequence (P*P)” converges trongly to a projection. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf G is not compact, if p is adapted and symmetric then 
lim 11 P”f (1 o. = 0 for every f E Co. 
Proof. By proposition 1.5, H(S) is not compact and theorem 3.3 
applies. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Zf G is not compact, if p is adapted and spread-out on G 
such that G/H(S) is not isomorphic to Z, then lim J)P” f 1) co = 0 for every 
fee,. 
Proof: By theory 2.9 there is an integer k such that Pk”f converges 
strongly in L, for every f E L,. By proposition 3.1 it is then enough to show 
that 0 is the only Pk-invariant function in L1, Assume Pkh = h with h EL,. 
Then Pklh( 2 (hi. Since Pk is a contraction of L,, PklhJ = Jhl. Hence 
06 Ihl ,<Cf:d P’Jhl; but this sum is a P-invariant function and it must be 
constant by proposition 2.1 Qince G is not compact this constant must 
be 0. 
COROLLARY 3.6. rf G is a discrete countable infinite group, if p is 
adapted such that G/H(S) # Z then lim I( P”f II m = 0 for every f E C,. 
Some Remarks and Comments 
The example of Glasner already described in part 2, of p adapted, strictly 
aperiodic where all the ,u” are mutually singular, shows that our result 
(theorem 3.5 and corollary 3.6) does not follow from Glasner’s L,-theorem. 
An example of Bougerol ( [2]) in which G is non unimodular and 
solvable shows that when G/H(S) is isomorphic to Z the conclusion of 
theorem 3.5 need not be true although H(S) is not compact. 
If p is adapted a non compact group G and generates a recurrent ran- 
dom walk [ 161, we have also IimII P” f I( m = 0 for every f~ C,. The weak 
convergence in L2 was proved in [4]. The recurrence assumption yields the 
strong convergence in L, by [13]. Then the uniform convergence follows 
from proposition 3.1. 
The problem of the convergence of I/ P”fll a, to 0 for f E Co, was treated 
by Hofmann and Mukherjea ([lo]), for non spread-out but irreducible 
probability measures p. The irreducibility condition implies adaptation and 
G/H(S) # Z. Their result is that lim(I P”fll o. = 0 for f E Co, for every 
irreducible p, for G in a large class of groups including the discrete, Abelian 
and Lie non compact groups. Their approach, quite different from ours, 
uses heavily the irreducibility assumption and also the structure of Lie 
groups. For G discrete where every Jo is necessarily spread-out, our result is 
stronger. 
Nevertheless the following question remains open: given an adapted, 
strictly aperiodic regular probability p on a locally compact a-compact non 
compact group G, is it true that lim II P”f 1) m = 0 for f E C,, i.e. is it true that 
the concentration function sup, E G p”(K) converges to 0 for every compact 
set K? 
To end this paper we discuss briefly the class 3 of locally compact, 
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a-compact groups for which the answer to the preceding question, for every 
adapted strictly aperiodic regular probability p, is positive: 
(1) There is no compact group in !E 
(2) 3 contains all Abelian groups. 
(3) % contains all non-amenable groups ( [3]). 
(4) If there exists a continuous homomorphism cp of a group G onto 
G’E.% then GE%. 
Proof. If p is adapted and strictly aperiodic on G, then (p(p) is adapted 
and strictly aperiodic on G’ as was already noted in part 1. If K is compact 
in G, q(K) is compact in G’ and the obvious inequality 
sup (WWcpW)) 2 sup Ir”(W 
S’EG’ SGG 
gives the result 
(5) X contains all non unimodular groups. 
ProoJ: The module function A is a continuous homomorphism of G 
onto a non compact subgroup of R (which is locally compact in the 
topology of G/Ker A) ( [2]). 
(6) 3 contains all nilpotent non compact groups. 
Proof: Such a group has a non compact Abelian quotient ([8]). 
(7) X contains all discrete countable infinite groups. 
This is just corollary 3.6. It is not possible to deduce this assertion from 
the Abelian result and the assertion 4, since for the discrete group of 
isometries of H (i.e., the group of matrices ( ‘0’ t), k E Z) all the quotients 
are finite groups. 
A major step towards a full solution of the question would be to decide if 
X contains the group of rigid motions of the three dimensional euclidean 
space. 
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